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WOMEN
AND
THE
ELECTION
OT T E R R E A L M
Kelly Galten
The Election of 2016 was much
like any other election; the candidates argued, scandals were
revealed, and in the end, only
one side could say they won. The
truly unique components to the
2016 election were the candidates
themselves, and the platforms
they represented. Now that the
rejoicing and mourning have had
their day, the people of America
are finally taking a true look at
what the next four years will entail, and several groups are extremely wary of President-Elect
Trump’s vision. While LGBTQ+,
Latinx, black, and Islamic peoples
all fall under this category, a common denominator of all of their
members is women. Women are
among the first people that could
feel the effects of the new administration.
President-Elect Trump has
said many insulting, inflammatory things in the past. However, the candidate’s platforms on
women’s issues are not as incendiary. While he greatly opposes
abortion, President-Elect Trump
does recognise that cases of rape,
incest and danger to the mother’s health are cases in which the
pregnancy should be terminated.
He has acknowledged the role of

Planned Parenthood in the assistance of breast and cervical cancer
patients.
While his political stance on
sexual assault is unclear, Trump
has been quoted in reference to
sexual assault in the military,
“What did these geniuses expect
when they put men and women together?” He later said in a
tweet, according to Business Insider. “Something has to be done.
Right now, part of the problem is
nobody gets prosecuted.” Perhaps
these statements were made in
poor taste, but the President-Elect
has come out with a platform recognising women’s issues.
The women’s right’s movement is nothing new. Suffragettes marched in the streets when
Woodrow Wilson was sworn into
office. The 1960’s were a powerful
reminder that women are ready
and willing to make their voices
heard. This does not necessarily
mean that all women subscribe to
feminist, burn-your-bra girl gang
sentiments. Many women felt
threatened by the Women’s Liberation movement, and began their
own campaign to raise awareness
of the importance a housewife
holds. The same battle is being
fought today, and there is no right
choice. However, there is a right
choice between oppressing wom-

en and giving them the choice of
how they live their lives.
Women should not be forced to
remain pregnant and in the kitchen, nor should they be forced to
wholeheartedly throw themselves
onto the feminism train. However, politics of the recent decades
have been outspoken in forcing
women to take sides and fight
both oppression and each other.
President- Elect Trump’s platforms are not groundbreaking for
women’s rights, but they are also
nothing new to politics.
So perhaps America should
take a step back from the election
results and consider: do we want
to battle for women to have the
fundamental right to choose their
path in life, or do we want to continue to vilify all of them in order
to rush entropy?

The Otter Realm team has
embarked on a video project in
order to further the objective of
journalism education. This semester marked the beginning of
Journalism Journey, a daily web
series that shares tips, stories,
and reflections on how one can
improve in their path as a student
journalist.
Individual members of the
Otter Realm crew have had the
opportunity to get in front of the
camera, honing skills that can
help them with podcasting, TV reporting, or teaching distance education courses. On a wider level,
Cal State Monterey Bay students
can view these videos before enrolling in journalism courses and
hit the ground running. Going to
a larger scale, student journalists
from other campuses, whether
colleges or high schools, can learn
from info that will help them as
they progress toward university.
There is already a large selec-

tion of content. Reporter Kaitlyn
Faris gave tips on how to increase
the odds of getting published
when writing a first article. Reporter Noah Owens shared his
knowledge on how to better cover
sports. Professor Estella Porras
delivered a reminder on how important it can be to add humanity
to a story. Admittedly, many of
the videos are of my projects, due
to the fact I kicked off this project
in late November. The genesis of
this project came from journalism
roundtable conferences held at
Monterey Peninsula College, this
past November and May. I attended both roundtables and enjoyed
the spirit of sharing between so
many agencies and teams.
As student journalists, we learn
as part of a classroom team. In the
real world of journalism, reporters from different agencies, even
ones in direct competition, will
trade tips and leads, or even practice friendly cooperation. Overall, journalism is about sharing,

which is only to be expected from
a profession that wants to broadcast stories to as large an audience
as possible.
Course registration is another
is another area where the videos
can be of use, especially as students prepare to transfer over
to CSUMB and consider those
open journalism courses. I’ve met
many students who wished they
had tried journalism, but hesitated because they had no idea that
they would enjoy every aspect of
the field. I’ve talked with students
who regretted having signed up
for journalism, after taking the
courses and learning things were
vastly different than their expectations. In both cases, videos can
be the insight that could shift a
student’s path.nThe daily videos
can be seen on the Otter Realm
website, otterrealm.com . If you
have a writing, photography, or
journalism topic you’d like to
learn about, you can let us know
via Twitter.
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CAPSTONE
FESTIVAL

Thursday, Dec15th
Buisne ss

Business and Information Technology Building
Room 104
8:00am - 11:00am & 1:00pm - 6:00pm

C ine mati c A r t s & T e chnol o gy
World Theater
1:00pm - 3:00pm & 6:00pm - 9:00pm

C olla borat i v e He a lt h & H u m an Serv i c es
Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial Library
Room 1180
12:00pm - 6:00pm

Hospita l i t y

Business and Information Technology Building
Room 104
11:00am - 12:00pm

Psyc hology

Heron Hall
Rooms 106, 118, 120, 131, 160 & 170
8:30am - 2:00pm

Sc hool of Nat u r a l S ci e nc es
Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial Library
Room 1188
9:00am - 3:00pm

L
L
FA

6
1
20

So c i al , B eh avi oral & G l obal S tu di es
University Center - Living Room
9:00am - 2:00pm

Friday, December 16th
C o l l ab o r at i ve Health & Hu man S ervi c es
Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial Library
Room 1180
12:00pm - 6:00pm

H u m an C o m m u ni c ati on
University Center Ballroom
10:00am - 12:00pm

L i b er al St u di es

Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial Library
Rooms 1128, 1170, 1173, 1176, 1180 & 1188
8:00am - 1:00pm
*Please note that this event only runs 8:00am - 10:00am in room 1180

M u si c & P er formi ng Arts

Music Hall - Room 100
10:00am - 1:00pm

Sc h o o l o f C o mp u ti ng & Des i g n

Business and Information Technology Building
Room 104
9:00am - 12:00pm
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Post-Election
Reflections

CSUMB President Eduardo Ochoa

“We are here to provide a positive, transformational learning experience for all of our
students. Their success and their flourishing is our shared goal. Acts of hate and bigotry,
should they surface, will not be tolerated.”

Timothy White, CSU Chancellor
“It is our duty – as a community – to listen to each other and support each other
through this time.It is also our responsibility to hold our political leaders to account, regardless of party. To meet that obligation, the California State University and California
State Student Association will together be leading advocates in advancing the rights of
our students, faculty and staff.”

Dean Ilene Feinman, College of Arts,
Humanities, and Social Sciences

“We have many communication tools at our disposal. We are artists, and writers, and
speakers, and musicians, and ethicists, and social scientists of various disciplinary trainings. We are able to share with each other and our students thoughtful engagements with
the facts, the stories, the opportunities, and the losses that we feel.”

California State Assembly
“While Donald Trump may have won the presidency, he hasn’t changed our values.
America is greater than any one man or party. We will not be dragged back into the past.
We will lead the resistance to any effort that would shred our social fabric of our Constitution.”

Kelly Finlay, The Otter Realm
“I stared at a map of our country that was bleeding red, the whole core of our nation,
and I thought ‘how?’ How were there so many people out there who looked at the same
candidate that I did, heard his message about women, about Mexican people, about the
Black Lives Matter movement, LGBTQ people, refugees, so many others - the masses of
people in our country who make us unique and beautiful - and thought he was the right
person to lead? The foundation had fallen out from beneath me. A man who assaults
women and gloats about it, who stands trial accused of raping a minor, who has emboldened the KKK, whose VP supports gay conversion therapy, somehow represents the
majority of people in our country? Drunk, disappointed, enraged, I let facebook know.
Then I thought about what comes next. I decided that I needed to be visible. I needed to
be as loud and as heard and as conscious as I could be. I told everyone to call me what I
am. I am bisexual. I am not straight. I won’t let anyone overlook my queerness for their
own comfort. I will not live in fear of the future. I will not reap the benefits of passing
as straight. I won’t be taken backwards. I won’t shirk my responsibilities to this country
and to the disenfranchised and wounded among us. When the door closed on Hillary
Clinton’s presidency, the door to my closet opened.”

Kimberly Haley, The Otter Realm

“It seems only fitting that November 9th, 2016 was the 78th anniversary of Kristallnacht, or The Night of Broken Glass. German authorities turned a blind eye as the Nazi
Party murdered 91 Jews and arrested up to 30,000. Jewish homes, businesses, schools,
and synagogues were vandalised, burned, and destroyed. It was just the beginning for 11
million people, 6 million of which were Jews, in Nazi Germany and its conquered land
during World War II. I am fearful that history will repeat itself. I keep saying that I am
terrified to anyone who is listening. I am culturally Jewish, and my mother instilled an
understanding of events in history ever since I was a small girl. I know what one man
with some strong followers can do, and that narrative is repeated time and time again
across centuries, if not millennia. I understand the divide in the U.S. right now and that
we will always be a nation with differing ideologies, but I will not be silent at any point of
these next four years and I will fight for what I believe in.”

otterrealm.com
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Men’s Basketball in Heartbreak Bay
Noah Owens
nowens@csumb.edu

The Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) Men’s Basketball team season is in full swing, but they may not
have had the start they are looking
for. The Otters started off with backto-back home games against Concordia-Portland and Central Washington,
however they failed to pick up a win.
The Otters would find their first win
of the season when they visited Notre
Dame De Namur. Shawn Smith would
lead the team with 20 points and 7 rebounds.
The Otters would return home November 25, starting a 4 game home
stand. They would first face Dominican
University. The Otters would survive
an attempted comeback by Dominican
University with a final score of 73-72,
with Jahvon Johnson as the leading
scorer with 16 points. Holy Names
University would visit next. The Otters
would fall behind early but would attempt a comeback in the second half.
The comeback would eventually fall
short as Holy Names would take the
Kevin Warren shoots over a Central Washington defender. He ended the game with 15 points.

Photo by Noah Owens

Dance Around!

Kaitlyn Faris
kfaris@csumb.edu

Exciting things have been
happening for the Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
Dance Team! On November
27, 105.7 The Beach radio
station invited the CSUMB
dance team to perform on
their light up float at the
Salinas Parade of Lights.
The Beach also invited the
Dance Team to be featured
on their station to represent
CSUMB.
Last year, things for the
Dance Team were much different. They lacked a coach
who would take on the responsibilities without a paycheck. Luckily, this semester
they have been blessed with

a dedicated coach, Stephanie
Bayer. Coach Bayer explains,
“Yeah it’s a volunteer job,
but I’ve gained so much from
it as a person, as a coach, as a
teacher, as a manager. They
really put themselves out
there and they are dedicated
to this, and so it really helps
me to be dedicated as well
because they are right there
with me. They let each other down if one doesn’t show
up. I feel like that’s so much
more than a paycheck, like
for me not to show up for
them, they would be devastated.” All their dedication
has made it possible for the
Dance Team to finally compete and represent CSUMB
on a national level.

game 65-62. Kevin Warren would lead
the team with 19 points.
Up next was the Battle of the Bays,
Monterey Bay vs. East Bay. Monterey
Bay kept it close during the first half,
but the second half was a completely different story. East Bay would run
away, ending the game 95-74. Stephan
Matthews would lead the team with 23
points. Before heading onto the road
for a few games, the men’s team would
face CSU San Bernardino in their final
game of the home stand. The game
would unfortunately include a cold
shooting night, resulting in a loss for
the Otters. Shawn Smith lead the team
with 14 points.
The current team is considered by
many a rather young team. “We got a
bunch of new guys. A lot of freshmen
and a lot of transfers,” stated Julien
Ducree. The future is looking bright
for the team though. “We’ll get better.
We did some good things and we have
some talent, we just need to piece it together,” stated coach Rob Bishop. The
men’s basketball team returns to The
Kelp Bed December 19 when they face
Bristol University.

As well as competing, they
are closely involved with the
school, performing at every
basketball and volleyball
game. They also started a
weekend workshop for kids
in the Seaside, Monterey
and Carmel area, to teach
children ages 5-15 how to
dance and tumble. Once the
children learned some new
moves, they were able to perform with the CSUMB dance
team at a volleyball game. A
very inspiring experience for
the youngsters involved and
the Dance Team who made
it all possible. They will be
having two more workshops
next semester so keep an
eye out for all the big things
CSUMB dance team is doing.

CSUMB’s Dance Team performs in
Salinas Parade of Lights

Photo courtesy of Stephanie Bayer
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OTTERS STRUGGLE AT THE SEASON’S START
Noah Owens
nowens@csumb.edu

The Women’s Basketball team started
off their season on the road, visiting Portland, Oregon where they would play Concordia-Portland and Central Washington.
Unfortunately, the Otters would not come
out with a win in either of the games that
they played, returning home and starting a
3 game home stand.

The Otters started off strong at home,
beating Notre Dame De Namur 87-56,
including a 15-point performance from
Victoria Dorn. “We came in pretty confident and in the first minute we saw that
we wanted it more than they did and our
confidence sky-rocketed,” stated Christine Golfo. Fresno Pacific would visit next
and the Otters would ride their previous
win into another game. An all-out performance from Courtney Keaton would notch
another win for Cal State Monterey Bay

Photo by Noah Owens

PLAYER Q
PROFILE: A
Michael Q
Loncaric A

Q
A

How long have you been playing
rugby?

Do you think you have a strong
team?

We definitely have a young team, but they’re
working really hard. They’re excited to be
on the field and play rugby, you know. I have
high hopes for the team. We’ve just got to
get a few games under our belt to show the
new guys what’s going on.

I’ve been playing loosely for about 10 years,
but organized rugby for one year besides
playing at the school.
How do you feel rugby sticks out
from other common team sports
(basketball, soccer, etc)?

Senior, SBS

Rugby

You know, rugby has a certain energy
and culture, not just on the field but off
the field. Rugby versus, let’s say, basketball or American football; after the
game you just slap hands and that’s it,
but in rugby we’ll slap hands and have
a social with the other team afterward.
It’s a violent sport but we’re not out
to hurt each other, and we know that.
We’ll hit the other guy, and help him up
and say “Good job.”

pulled ahead early, but would struggle in
the long run. A 25 point night from Victoria Dorn was not enough to top East Bay.
The Otters would end their home stand
when they played CSU San Bernardino. A
cold shooting night plagued the Otters as
they shot 29 percent from the field. Victoria Dorn would still manage to score 16
points in the 64-50 loss to CSUSB. This is
the last home game for the women’s basketball team before going on the road for
the rest of December.

(CSUMB). Keaton recorded 15 points, 11
rebounds, and 7 blocks. The Otters would
ride this momentum into their last home
game before going onto the road when they
faced Holy Names University. McKenna
Hill helped the team secure a win after
setting a school record 18 rebounds. She
would also finish with 15 points.
However, CSUMB would end up hitting
a rough patch. They would fall to Dominican Republic before returning home. In
the Battle of the Bays match-up, the Otters

Q
A

How do you feel about the dynamic
of the CSUMB team?

We’re not just a team. We’re a family
on and off the field. If we need something, we don’t hesitate to call each
other or text each other. On the field
as well, if we have a question or something’s happening, we’ll go to a teammate automatically and ask them.

Photo by Kelly Galten
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SHARP
NINE
PERFORMS
AT
WORLD
THEATER
CSUMB band blends latin jazz with their own beats to create unique sound
Dylan Avnet
davnet@csumb.edu
Cal State Monterey Bay’s (CSUMB) best
kept secret might be the Music and Performing Arts Department’s (MPA) Sharp
Nine. Named after a chord typically used
in jazz harmony, Sharp Nine is a band that
originated in Dr. Enrique Rios-Ellis’s jazz
improvisation class. “My goal is to feature
all kinds of styles of music, not only jazz”
says Dr. Rios-Ellis. The band proved their
versatility on Saturday, December 4th,
when they took stage at the World Theater
to perform a special set for MPA’s Winter
Concert.
“I don’t know about you guys, but we’re

having a lot of fun up here” Rios-Ellis professes to the audience towards the end of
the band’s set. He meant it too. The energy from the band’s performance was infectious, as they were laughing and dancing throughout the entire set. Not only is
the band fun to watch and listen to, but
they’re also extremely impressive. Some
of the band members were even swapping
instruments throughout the performance,
proving their musical abilities and knowledge. “There is a lot of talent in the music
department. I’m always trying to see what
they can do. No limitations, just try to bring
the best out of the students” Rios-Ellis says
of his band. “I always tell them, life is jazz.
You have to improvise, you have to create.”
Beyond the sheer talent and musician-

ship of Sharp Nine’s roster, the band also
represents something greater. Taken from
the band’s bio, “[Sharp Nine] was formed
to celebrate the synergy of our students’
musical talents and their cultural prow-

“You have to improvise,
you have to create.”
ess and proudly reflects their rich ethnic
backgrounds. Our repertoire celebrates the
breadth of the Americas, spanning from the
United States to Mexico, and Brazil.” The
band’s setlist is just as diverse and rich as its
members. The band played songs ranging
from “Baby It’s Cold Outside,” a Christmas
classic, to “Oye Como Va,” a Latin jazz tune

that is sure to make anyone who listens to
it want to dance. Sharp Nine’s vibrant and
colorful energy breathes diversity and talent, and anyone who has experienced one
of their performances would surely agree.
“Sharp Nine to me means diversity” says
Alex Declet, the band’s bassist and percussionist. “A lot of us have different traits and
qualities that we bring to the table... It’s a
team effort, and that’s what I enjoy about
being in this band.”
See Sharp Nine’s next performance, Sin
Fronteras: Celebrating the Cultures of the
Americas Through Music, at the National
Steinbeck Center in Salinas on December
11th at 3pm.

Chief Eats:

Grandma’s Kitchen, Seaside
Kelly Galten
kgalten@csumb.edu

While previously this column
has been dedicated to coffee
shops, an event rocked your humble reviewer’s world so violently
that the review has widened its
range to restaurants. What could
possibly have this effect? Only that
I decided to finally try Grandma’s
Kitchen. What a spectacular find.
The food, an All-American spread
of bacon, eggs, hashbrowns, toast,
and coffee, was superb. The bacon

was not too crisp or too limp, and
lacked the greasy aftertaste that
plagues other establishments.
The scrambled eggs were cooked
to exactly the right temperature,
neither runny nor rubbery, and
the coffee was strong and quickly
refilled by enthusiastic waitresses. If there is one thing I love, it
is the perfect plate of hashbrowns,
and Grandma’s Kitchen delivered.
Crunchy on the outside, tender
underneath. The cook deserves a
medal.
Now, let’s consider the restaurant itself. If there was one slight
drawback to Grandma’s Kitchen,

it would be the owls. The decorations are almost entirely owlthemed. Owl carvings, miniatures, statues, and toys roost upon
the shelves and countertops. Once
the diner recovers from the slight
shock, it becomes endearing. The
seating options include booths,
tables, and a counter. The waiting
staff are friendly, talkative, and
quick with the coffee refills.
The hours run until 9:00 PM,
so breakfast for dinner is always
an option. All in all, the diner is
a fabulous find. It has earned this
reviewer’s first 5 out of 5 recommendation.

Photo by Kelly Galten
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Nocturnal
Animals
&
Fantastic
Beasts
Kelly Finlay
kfinlay@csumb.edu

Psychological thriller
meets existential ennui in
Tom Ford’s eagerly anticipated second film, “Nocturnal Animals.” Starring
Amy Adams and Jake
Gyllenhaal, the R-rated
movie examines the life
of Susan (Adams), an
L.A. art gallery owner in
a sham marriage, as she
revisits her past after an
unexpected package from
her ex-husband, Edward
(Gyllenhaal), containing
a manuscript of his book,
“Nocturnal Animals.” The
movie jumps between the
haunting emptiness of the
present - Susan’s world
of meaningless excess to her happy past with
Edward, and then to the
violent disturbing events
of the book as she reads
it, events which seem to
be a pointed allusion to
the breakdown of her and
Edward’s
relationship.
Until the very end, we are
left anxiously questioning
the intentions behind Edward’s reappearance in

her life.
As is to be expected of
the fashion mogul turned
director, the film is visually impeccable. Everyone is incredibly well
dressed and hot. Amy
Adams and Jake Gyllenhaal deliver exceptional performances in the
leading roles, though no
one surprises more than
Aaron Taylor-Johnson in
his portrayal of an upsettingly real world villain.
Viewers should be aware
that there are some deeply upsetting sequences in
the movie, particularly
involving violence and
rape. Overall, the nearly two hour long film is
paced well and doesn’t
drag, thanks to the quick
transitions from reality to
fiction and past to present. It’s an intense, troubling, thought provoking
watch, but one can’t help
but feel that it would have
been even better if the peripheral characters had
been given more depth.
Nocturnal Animals is in
theaters now.

Travis Mattos

Illustration by Scarlett Miller

Guest Contributor

Otter Ebert

Mending
Monologues
holds
Auditions

When JK Rowling
released
“Quidditch
Through the Ages” and
“Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them”
back in 2001 as a means
of funneling donations
for the Comic Relief charity, few, if any, could have
predicted the latter would
become a box office hit.
The film has now grossed
over $500 million in the
box office. Though some
critics are not overly fond
of Rowling’s first screenwriting experience, many
fans have come to love
this newest installment
in the Wizarding World
franchise. Eddie Redmayne stars as Newt Scamander, a magizoologist
visiting New York in the
1920s with a briefcase full
of, you guessed it, fantastic beasts. Naturally,
a few escape and wreak
havoc, but a host of colorful new characters come

to his aid and ultimately
save the day.
This movie (so far)
holds little to no direct
connection with the Harry Potter franchise, and
this decision serves it
well. With plans to carry
this series through a total
of 5 movies, it’s nice to
see Rowing is just as magical as ever. With beautiful costumes, an excellent
score, and heartfelt characters,this Otter gives
Fantastic Beasts an 8.5
out of 10! This movie is
a must see for fans of the
Harry Potter series! Word
of warning to those with
younger family members,
there are some pretty
dark and scary elements
to this film, so I advise
caution before bringing
the whole family in. “Fantastic Beasts and Where
to Find Them” is playing
in Cinemark theatres located in Marina, Monterey, and Salinas.

Performance showcases the effects
of rape culture across all genders
Kelly Galten
kgalten@csumb.edu

The third day of auditions
for the 2017 prodction of
“Mending Monologues” were
held in the Student Center
on Nov. 18. The show is normally held in March or April,
however the date is still to be
assigned. Christopher Siders, a long time participant,
explains, “There are usually
three show dates...and it will
be at the World Theater.”
This will be the sixth year
“Mending Monologues” will
be on campus.
Created in 2007 by Derek Dujardin, the “Mending
Monologues” are the re-

sponse to the famous “Vagina Monologues.” While
the latter focuses heavily on
women’s issues, Mending
Monologues includes members of every gender discussing sexual abuse and assault.
Another topic takes a look at
how today’s culture is falsely
propagating the “machismo” standard for men. The
discourse takes the form of
creative skits, poetry, songs,
and of course monologues
The show came to Cal
State Monterey Bay in the
spring of 2012 for the first
time.
“Mending
Monologue”s is performed around
the country at college venues, even internationally, as
former participants brought

the show to Ireland. “People
get really close. Each year I
learn a lot more things about
people...and that way I get
a lot closer with people,”
Siders says of the Mending Monologues community. “You’re dealing with so
many different identities,
you have to be mindful of
where you come from, and
the privilege that you have.”
He still keeps in contact with
other former participants of
the show, and his old mentors. He comments that, in
his experience, the show is
welcoming to new members
and people who are interested in auditioning.
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Brussels, Turkey and Nice
attacks:

U.S Election:

Brexit: June 23

Two bombings at Brussels Airport
“Zaventem” and one at Maalbeek
metro station, 35 dead. On June
28,48 died after a suicide attack in
Atatürk Airport Istanbul, Turkey
and 87 died in Nice, France, when
a large truck drove through a crowd
who celebrated La Bastille Day.

The Antarctic ozone layer
has shrunk by four million
square kilometers since 2000
according to scientists at
MIT in June. Perhaps the
environment isn’t doomed
after all!

The U.K. voted to leave
the European Union and
then immediately masses of
people googled “What is the
European Union?”
...really the U.K, really?

Ozone Layer
Repairs Itself:

Rio Olympics:
August 5

The Antarctic ozone layer has
shrunk by four million square
kilometers since 2000 according to scientists at MIT in June.
Perhaps the environment isn’t
doomed after all!

Michael Phelps is now the
most decorated Olympian of all time! Even with
all the 420 scandals under
his speedo.

Bowie:
January 10

Leo finally won an oscar:
February 28

Legendary intergalactic visitor returns to home planet
after 69 year cultural exchange program. The world
will never be the same

Yep, Leo finally did it. Who knew
after 35 years of acting in 36 movies
and being nominated 4 times, all it
took was being mauled by a bear to
get the Academy’s attention.

Alan Rickman:
January 14
Damn you,
Voldemort.
Damn you.

Review in

2016

Black lives matter:
Racism is alive and well in
the United States. People
of color and allies call for
an end to systematic police
violence and brutality.

Cosby stands trial for
sexual assault: May 24

Muhammad Ali:
June 3

Don’t let Cosby near your
pudding cup! The namesake of The Cosby Show
has been accused of sexual
assault more than 60 times.

Boxing legend Muhammad Ali passed at
the age of 74.

Prince: April 21
Without Prince, purple will
never look nearly as bright
and funk will never sound the
same.

Harambe:
May 28
Yes, the meme. The
now-famous Cincinnati Zoo gorilla was shot
after a child fell into
his enclosure.

Road Construction
@ CSUMB :
October-now

East Campus Council
Representation for East Campus
residents returned in 2016. Let
the taxation begin.

I’ll just take the bus….

Monterey Downs
The highly contentious plans for a horse park and
race track on the former Fort Ord were approved on
November 10th. A surprise decision by the developer on November 22 officially terminated the project, much to the relief of environmental activists
and the chagrin of the project’s proponents.

Sobranes Fire: July
22-October 12
A campfire got a bit out
of control and burnt down
over 132, 000 acres of
land. It was lit.
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Largest nuclear test:
conducted in North
Korea: September 9

Clown Scares:
As if 2016 wasn’t
enough of a joke, hundreds of people dressed
up as clowns to scare
people across the U.S.

North Korea conducted its
5th and largest nuclear test.
Dude, just stop.

world
Pulse Nightclub
Shooting:
Omar Mateen opened fire
in the Orlando nightclub,
killing 49 people and
wounding over 50 others.
The attack was classified
as a hate crime, as Pulse
was known for it’s largely
LGBTQ+ patronage.

Syria:
4.8 million refugees,
6.6 million internally
displaced. The city of
Aleppo almost destroyed.
And the Western world
closes its doors.

Pokemon Go:
July 6
Getting out there staring
at the phone to catch
Pikachus became an
overnight phenomenon,
except that we’ve all
stopped playing.

Zika Outbreak:
February 1

Dakota Access
Pipeline: December 4

Kill that damn mosquito!

Protesters rejoice as the U.S
government decides to reroute
the Dakota Access Pipeline.
Good Job America! you got
one thing right this year.

Bob Dylan wins Nobel
Prize: October 13
Dylan wins Nobel Prize for
Literature, being the second
person to ever win the prize for
songwriting.

events

First male covergirl
and first hijabi covergirl:
November 9
Covergirl presents its first Muslim
model, mere weeks after debuting
their first Cover Boy, proving that
impossible beauty standards are not
just for white women anymore.

Celebrities
and

Media

Hamilton (70th Tony
Awards) : June 12
Talk about not throwing away
your shot! “Hamilton” rose to
the top with non-stop success;
the Broadway musical won 11
Tony Awards, including Best
Musical.

Props + Measures:
November 8

Leonard Cohen: November 7

Frank Ocean Drops
‘Blond’: August 20

The Rock and Roll Hall
of Famer who wrote the
immensely-covered “Hallelujah,” passed at age 82 after
battling cancer.

After much anticipation,so
much anticipation, Ocean
finally releases his second
studio album, Blond.

Well, weed’s legal in
California and fracking is not in Monterey
County.

campus
and local
Gender Inclusive Bathrooms
Two multi-stall restrooms and multiple single stall restrooms across
campus are now gender neutral.
We’re free to pee!

events
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Vision Overdue: Discussing Black Housing

Rebecca Caladiao
rcaladiao@csumb.edu

Of the 700 incoming freshman welcomed
to California State University, Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) this 2016-17 school year,
less than 60 of them are black. If studies
on student retention are accurate, by junior
year half of them will have dropped out or
transferred to a more inclusive community.
With the campus’s Vision Statement in
mind, on November 16th, Student Housing
and Residential Life (SHRL), Black Students United (BSU) and CSUMB chapter of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) presented The Proposed Africana Heritage Scholars Community.

“This, what we want
for you, is sanctuary.”

When CSUMB began instruction in 1995,
its Vision Statement included and sustains

that: “The education programs at CSUMB
will: Offer a multicultural, gender-equitable, intergenerational, and accessible
residential learning environment.” Kyle
Amore, Coordinator of Living Learning
programs for SHRL, presented the proposition for this community: “The goal is to
provide intentional community and experience for students that identify as having
or are interested in Africana scholarship.
Through a lens of identity development,
this program focuses on engagement, scholastic success, and leadership.”
The objective is not only to instill a sense
of belonging in marginalized students, but
also to engage in mentor programs and
utilization of provided academic resources
while learning about one’s identity. Steven
Goings of the Office of Inclusive Excellence
addressed the forum, “Most students are in
a good position, however there is discrimination problem among some minority
students of color, LGBT+, disability status
that don’t feel that sense of belonging.”
Goings continued, “This is not segregated housing. This, what we want for you, is

sanctuary. A space to be who you are as
people and stay as people, for the African
American community.” Students seeking

“College is the ideal
place for young adults
to feel empowered to
learn about and become themselves”
this kind of living learning community are
not intentionally self-segregating, as this
politically charged issue may presume.
This is merely an option for students that
don’t want to endure isolated racial fatigue.
Camille, a freshman student of color,
apologized as she choked back tears giving
her housing story. The crowd of students
supportingly shouted, “Don’t be sorry.
We’re here for you.” This Los Angeles student had nowhere to call home when her
two caucasian roommates took the liberty of calling her the N-Word instead of by
her name. She thinks that, at the place that

should be a home away from home, no one
should have to tiptoe around housemates
in fear that they’ll be hostile or inhospitable.
College is the ideal place for young
adults to feel empowered to learn about
and become themselves; this cannot be
done when acting as a black representative
for ways of living.
Discrimination is not ok at CSUMB and
the African American Faculty and Staff Alliance wants to do something for those students that feel like they don’t belong.
Vivian Waldrup Patterson, analyst for
the Office of Inclusive Excellence and Administrative Analyst, addressed the Black
Housing Seminar, “This is a really, really,
really, really nice turn out,” to the largest
congregation of black students faculty had
seen on the history of this campus. “You deserve a smoother educational journey, absent of microaggressions. Here at CSUMB,
you should not feel as if you’ve been sold on
a false Vision Statement.”

Absolutely True Reading Begins in FYs
Carolyn Hinman
chinman@csumb.edu

The Common Reading Experience at Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) gives first year students
the opportunity to read the same book before the
school year begins. The purpose of the experience is to generate conversation around morally,
intellectually, and socially significant issues, and
to build community and cultivate connections
between students and faculty members across
different academic disciplines.
The inaugural book, “The Absolutely True
Story of a Part-Time Indian,” was written by
writer and performer, Sherman Alexie, a Spokane/Coeur d’Alene Indian. Alexie has received
multiple literary awards, including The National
Book Award for Young People’s Literature. The
novel’s main character is a Native American
teenager who transfers from the high school on
the reservation where he lives, to a wealthy predominantly white high school in hopes of securing a better future for himself.
Dr. Swarup Wood, Professor in the School of
Natural Sciences and First Year Seminar (FYS)
Director, said the project was used on campus
several years ago, and was revived this year by
Samantha Glazer. Wood said Alexie’s book was
chosen because it reflects campus values. He
said the theme of self-examination aligns with
the experience of many first-time college stu-

dents. “Most of our students are beginning to get
enough freedom from their families that they’re
beginning to think about ‘maybe I’m part of
something larger.’”
Glazer is the First Year Experience Coordinator and was instrumental in making the book
selection. Glazer said she hoped the book would
resonate with first year students and align with
faculty curriculum. Her initial expectations of
the common read were that it would “spark a
conversation about a topic less well known - the
main character’s experience of growing up on a
reservation and leaving home to attend a better
school to make a better life for himself seemed
like something a lot of our students could relate
to in their first year of college.”
The Common Reading Experience selection
committee is busy choosing the common read
for the 2017 school year. Glazer said there are at
least 25 titles on the docket; a decision will be
made after winter break.
For the future, Glazer hopes “to see the Common Reading Experience continue to grow and
become more incorporated into the curriculum
here at CSUMB.” She said the project fosters collaboration between students and staff. “I think
the sky’s the limit for how much the campus can
do with it.” Glazer hopes to “continue to find new
ways to incorporate the text inside and outside
the classroom.”
For more information on the common read,
contact Samantha Glazer at sglazer@csumb.edu.

Otter Realm Multimedia Manager Dylan Avnet holds The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, the book chosen for the
2016 Common Reading Experience.

Photo by Carolyn Hinman
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Dakota Access pipeline discussion:
A Conversation Cultivating Understanding
Carolyn Hinman
chinman@csumb.edu

Students, faculty, and community members gathered at the Student Center
Thursday, November 17 to open a dialogue about the Dakota Access Pipeline
(DAPL). The meeting was held at a critical time given the recent mandate from
Army Corps of Engineers for water protectors to evacuate all lands north of the
Cannonball River effective December 5.
In the days since the conversation took place, the Army Corps of Engineers announced their decision to reroute
the pipeline. Celebrations erupted across
the nation, but victory is not assured given the pending Trump administration’s
intentions to complete the project.
Browning Neddeau, Assistant
Professor in the Liberal Studies Department, organized the meeting “to get peo-

ple’s different perspectives, create better
understanding, and increase awareness
of Standing Rock.” Browning, who founded CSUMB’s Native Advisory Council
(NAC) and is co-advisor for the Native
American Student Union (NASU) said
the conversation is personal for him. “I’m
Native American, and a lot of my family
and friends are involved in this work.”
Jessica Newman, Coordinator for the Otter Cross Cultural Center
(OC3), helped moderate the discussion.
She said, “I’m inspired by movements.
The work I do inspires change. This space
is a healing space, it’s a talking space.”
About 20 attendees gathered to watch
videos, ask questions, and listen to members of the Native American community
voice their experiences and concerns.
Topics of conversation ranged
from confusion over governmental exploitation of the people and their land, to
environmental racism - the notion that

marginalized peoples and minorities are
disproportionately affected by environmental degradation.
Nancy Vielmas, a fourth year
Environmental Studies student, said “I
think it’s really important that indigenous rights are respected. It impacts even
more than indigenous people. It impacts
water sources and landscape. It covers
economics, environmental, and social aspects, so it’s a good topic to get involved
with because of that.”
The discussion concluded with a
discus sion on unifying as a community
despite obvious differences, rather than
succumbing to segregation over disparities of opinion. Attendees were encouraged to synergize their experiences and
education to solve the problems that are
unique to this generation.
For more information on DAPL,
NAC, or NASU, contact Browning Neddeau at bneddeau@csumb.edu

Congratulations, Luis valdez!
Luis Valdez, right, poses with
a copy of the Otter Realm.
Valdez was presented with
the 2015 National Medal
of Arts by President Obama
earlier this month for his advocacy of California migrant
workers through theater and
film. He founded El Teatro
Campesino in San Juan Bautista and is credited with the
movie “La Bamba,” (1987).
His 2013 play “Valley of the
Heart,” recently completed
its sold-out run with the
San Jose Stage Company.
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AS ANNOUNCES 2017 SO You Graduated
UPCOMING EVENTS
...Now What?
Lauren McClain
president@ascsumb.org

The semester is almost at an end and we
have nearly made it! I hope that the curve
has been treating you well and that you are
all ready for the holidays.
In the past semester we have been powering through day and night to fight for
you. We have put in over 5,000 hours organizing events and advocating for you.
With this work we were able to bring you
Midnight Madness, which filled the gym to
capacity, the Dodgers vs. Giants excursion,
Jacqueline Patterson, Zumba, and many
more. We were also able to represent you
monthly, at statewide meetings with AS’s
across the CSU as well as in conversations with trustees and Chancellor White.
Among our officers, we represent you on
over 21 university committees. It’s been a

pleasure serving you this semester and we
can’t wait to do it again in the new year.
Next semester we will be adding to our
current Food Pantry events and opening it
up to all students, not just those without
meal plans. We will also finally be launching the AS Box Office, and there’s an exciting new surprise (think Mickey Mouse), so
stay tuned! We will also be doing our annual AS elections in the Spring to elect new
officers to serve and represent the wonderful Otters of CSUMB for the 2017-2018 academic year. Anyone is eligible to run, no
experience needed. If you’re looking for a
fun and rewarding way to get involved, I
highly encourage you to run. Please reach
out to me if you have any questions.
Your Associated Students have been
working hard this semester to advocate for
you and we look forward to doing so in the
spring. I’ll see you in the new year! Have a
great break Otters!

Courtesy of Creative Commons

Myka Menard
mmenard@csumb.edu

Time here at California
State University, Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) is quickly
coming to an end. The clock
spins forward, like many
seniors’ heads as they try to
decipher where to go from
here. Why not grad school?
Besides the fact students
never-ending debt will intensify with another two
or more years of school,
it might be worth looking
into. It helps the future employee to gain more experience, as well as showing
employer’s your good work
ethic by how you strive to
better yourself. It can also
become a bit of an ego
boost. The best part? You
don’t have to master in the
same degree you graduated
with.
Getting a higher degree
enables you to get better
promotions or start at higher levels in the job force.
Going with the same major
has it’s benefits because
you develop an even better understanding of that

focus. It’s great to build on
one core focus, but it is not
necessary. In fact, trying
for a different degree will
open you up to a broader
career path.
Once you’ve chosen your
subject, it’s now time to
pick a school. Looking for
the right school is hard, or
is it? Schools want you to
apply for their programs
and are willing to give you
all the information you
need to make an informed
decision. Often they will
ask to be allowed to send
emails for upcoming forums or other events that
will help future students
create a better understanding of what each program
has to offer.
Graduate schools each
have their own requirements for incoming students. Some require a
statement of purpose and
several letters of recommendation, so befriending
your current professors no
will be pretty worthwhile.
Most require that their potential student have taken
the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) . To do

this a student can go to
https://www.ets.org/gre/
to find locations and times
for the test.. The closest test
site is in San Jose, but there
are around 22 locations in
California alone. Graduate
schools are not limited to
classroom settings either.
There are hybrid programs,
in a classroom setting and
online. But there are also
completely online programs for students who do
not want to move to the
location of their potential
schools.
Here at CSUMB we have
a total of seven graduate
programs to choose from.
These include: Applied Marine & Watershed Science
M.S., Education M.A., Master of Business Administration,Instructional Science
& Technology M.S., Management & IT M.S., Marine
Science M.S., and Master of
Social Work.
So, before we decide our
college career is over, think
about the other opportunities that are now at our
disposal. It might be worth
looking into.
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SUBMISSION TO GOD:
THE FAITH OF A MUSLIM

Photo by Alex Jensen/Otter Realm

Alex Jensen
rojensen@csumb.edu

It is no secret that the present sociopolitical climate in
the United States makes talking about subjects like spirituality and religion sensitive and difficult. With issues of
hatred, bigotry, and violence against people of color, immigrants, LGBTQ+ people, underrepresented people of
faith, and numerous others on the rise, many people are
afraid to live their very lives, or are afraid for the lives of
so many they love and care about. It is with this present
sentiment that Hatim Alwawi, a senior second year Psychology major at CSUMB, bravely agrees to meet with me
to discuss his faith as a Muslim.
Taking a deep breath in, Alwawi exhales slowly as he
thinks about how to portray his religion, due to so many

Alwawi maintains Islam is
inconsistent and incompatible
with terrorism
misconceptions and false conclusions present in American
society, the media, and popular culture that surround Islam and Muslim people. Alwawi explains the main teachings and beliefs found within Islam, which translates to
“submission” or “surrender” in Arabic.
A Muslim is one who adheres to following the “Five
Pillars” of Islam, which are kept through declaring faith
in God and the Prophet Mohammed, praying five times
throughout the day, giving to people who are less fortu-

This is the final story in a series exploring religious
and/or spiritual identities in the California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) campus community.
Stories are based on interviews with students and
faculty about their respective religion, spirituality,
and/or belief system. The beliefs represented do not
necessarily reflect the beliefs of the broader faith
communities, the university, the Otter Realm, or its
reporters. Do you have any comments about the series? Contact Alex Jensen at rojensen@csumb.edu.

nate, fasting during the month of Ramadan, and making
a pilgrimage––or hajj––to Mecca at some point in one’s
lifetime, should a Muslim have the ability and means to
travel. “Every Muslim has to have that faith inside them––
to believe in the five pillars,” Alwawi explained.
Alwawi lives out and practices his religion in how
he worships, seeing worship as submission to God. In
maintaining this constant submission, Alwawi prays five
times each day, every time facing North, as this direction
holds the closest distance facing towards Mecca in North
America. Prayers happen at routine times: once at dawn,
noon, late afternoon, sunset, and night. Due to schedule
demands, Alwawi prays in a variety of places, sometimes
praying from his car or in the back of one of his classes.
“When a Muslim prays,” Alwawi elaborated, “think of it as
if they were under the hands of God, showing their faith
and submission to the one and only God.”
A cornerstone of the faith, the month of Ramadan consists of a thirty day fast from food and drink each day
from sunrise to sunset. According to Alwawi, this is a time
that symbolizes a person’s dedication and willingness to
cleanse oneself and focus on eliminating bad habits. This
time also emphasizes the importance of recognizing one’s
own perspective and personal privilege, as not every person in the world has something to eat each day. Ramadan
serves as a reminder to be not only holy and righteous
in one’s own life, but to remember the blessings one has
in life. “It’s no easy thing to do––to wake up early in the
morning and cleanse oneself and do the whole month of
Ramadan,” Alwawi confided, testifying to this trying but
pious commitment.
As previously mentioned, Alwawi finds conflict in what

non-Muslims think about Islam versus what it really is
and teaches. As the professed faith of 1.6 billion adherents
worldwide, Alwawi maintains Islam is inconsistent and incompatible with terrorism. He sheds light on the disparity
of media coverage on acts of terrorism, where headlines
emphasize a Muslim’s religion versus other factors, like
cases of mental illness seen in headlines covering white
domestic terrorists. “Sometimes I’m afraid to even say I
am a Muslim, because a stereotype might come out––and
that hurts,” Alwawi stated, speaking to this present conflict facing many Muslims across the United States and
around the world. “But that’s the world we live in today,
and that’s America.”

“I am just being me and I am
going to continue to do that.”
Sighing with relief, Alwawi takes another deep breath
in and smiles, gladdened with the opportunity to speak on
behalf of his faith.“I feel proud to be a Muslim,” Alwawi
declared, “regardless of how people and the media may
perceive it. I don’t worry about it because I know what my
religion stands for. I am just being me and I am going to
continue to do that.”
Alwawi encourages people to challenge their own preconceptions about Islam, inviting locals of the area to visit
the mosques, or Muslim places of worship, in Seaside and
Salinas. It is his hope that dialogues around Islam will facilitate more accurate conceptions and portrayals of Muslims in the United States. Alwawi welcomes you with open
arms to share in growing this deeper understanding.
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I Didn’t Wake Up Like This

Turning the mirror on makeup
and the pressure to be beautiful
Kelly Finlay
kfinlay@csumb.edu

I wear makeup every day. I don’t mean a swipe of mascara and lipstick, a dab of concealer and a quick pat of
translucent powder. I mean a full on face. Primer, foundation, concealer, eye base, eyeshadow, eyeliner, lipstick,
lip liner, brows (so important), setting powder, bronzing
powder, blush, maybe highlighter if I’m feeling it, and then
mascara… so much mascara. From a bleary eyed, sallow
face with blemishes and under eye shadows to the pleasing
mask of a “Pretty Girl.”
The whole transmutation takes 45 minutes, conservatively. I post a picture on Instagram and rake in the double
taps. I post a picture on facebook too for good measure;
the likes pour in. People comment with the most gratifying
rain of adjectives: gorgeous, stunning, beautiful, amazing.
I run the risk of sounding conceited, but the approval feels
good. I feel okay for a moment, validated, like everything

No one wakes up with
sky high lashes and a
perfect contour
I see wrong with myself is unsubstantiated, and in reality,
I’m okay.
But there are other comments too. “Ugh, you’re so
pretty, I hate you.” “I wish I looked that good!” Well-intentioned remarks that nevertheless hint at a negative dy-

namic between women on social media and the unspoken
but incessant need to compare,contrast, and rank oneself
and others. I know that feeling too.
Sometimes I consider deleting Instagram from my
phone altogether, because scrolling through a never ending parade of models and actresses with idealized features
and breathtaking makeup makes me feel a deep ache of
inadequacy. Seeing another beautiful woman can feel like
a personal attack in an environment where all of us are valued for our looks above anything else.
When people comment on my photos that they wish
they were more like me, I hate the thought that seeing my
very methodically crafted image has led them to believe
that I actually woke up like this, and that they are supposed
to too. It took a concerted effort to make that image. With
the exception of a tiny minority of very lucky people, this is
true across the board. No one wakes up with sky high lashes and a perfect contour. So why is it that the only way to
achieve this ideal is to wear makeup, but wearing makeup
is considered shallow and vain?
We’ve all seen the memes: “Take her swimming on the
first date,” and “Why men have trust issues,” tagged on a
before and after picture of a woman’s makeup tutorial, the
implication being that women are liars for changing their
appearance. Or how about pop culture’s punishing obsession with what female celebrities look like bare-faced? Despite the claim that ‘what men want is a natural beauty’
(as if what men want should be of supreme importance to
women), the examples given of so called ‘natural beauty’
are of Kim Kardashian wearing a full face of expertly applied nude makeup, or a supermodel with incredibly rare

genes.
Any woman truly going without a stitch of makeup faces
scrutiny, ridicule, or the dreaded “are you sick? You look
tired!” remarks. A 2012 study reported that 44% of American women felt unattractive without makeup, and that
many began wearing it as early as age 13.

It’s a challenge to
reclaim makeup as an
art form, not a crutch
It’s a challenge to reclaim makeup as an art form, not
a crutch, but it needs to be done, and it begins with acknowledging that I did not wake up like this. I made it, the
same way I’ve made illustrations and paintings. The transformation is fun, beautiful, and creative, but not without
its problems.
As long as pressure exists to funnel girls down a narrow pathway to idealized western beauty, the makeup industry will deserve our criticism. If you reject makeup and
the beauty industrial complex entirely, that is also great,
but what’s not great is attacking other people who enjoy
it. There’s a way to be critical and analytic without tearing
down individuals. What they’re doing is an art form, and
ultimately, what’s needed is more freedom to express one’s
own unique beauty, so that everyone, men, women, and
nonbinary people across the spectrum, are able to love who
they see in the mirror.
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We credited
the Sports story
“Otters Tussle
With Broncos” to
Noah Owens in
our November
10th issue, but
the article was
written by staff
writer Kelly
Finlay. Sorry
about that, Kelly!
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Holiday Blues: Can breaks
break you apart?

Surviving the Holidays
away from your
Significant Other
Myka Menard
mmenard@csumb.edu
College is where many of us
find our first loves. These are
the people we date for several months and even plan on
having a future with. There is
a huge opportunity to see each
other almost daily. However,
what do we do when we go
home for the holidays? Some
of us are satisfied with just a
little communication here and
there, but others of us are not
so lucky.
However, the best thing
about this day and age is the
growing availability for long
distance communication. We
have Skype, which is a blessing
for those of us who do not have
iPhones and still desire that
face to face connection. Facetime is also amazing for video
chatting with our significant
other.
I was in a long distance
relationship for a year and
it was hard. Especially as a
very needy individual and
co-dependent partner. I even
warned my boyfriend before
we started dating that I am
the worst girlfriend because of
my neediness, but he still took
me anyway. During this time
Skype was my savior and campus internet was the bane of
my existence. We live together
now and having a blanket hog
is much better than the five
hour drives we used to make to
visit each other.
The struggle now is having to be separated during the
holidays. All over T.V. and the
movies, couples come together
and act grossly adorable as real
life couples find themselves being pulled away by family.
Thanksgiving was the first
time in months that I found

myself lying alone in bed after
months of companionship. If
I went home with him I would
have to face the wrath of my
own family for not coming
to visit. So, I decided I’d take
on the lonesome week without him instead. I found myself grateful for my dog, who
helped distract me from my
loneliness, but ungrateful that
I was the only one left to clean
up when the dog pooped in the
house.
During our time in a long
distance relationship, I had the
constant fear that he’d fall for
someone else. It was frightening. I knew he loved me, but
my over-obsession lead me to
think out the most unreasonable scenarios in my head. My
brain decided to bring back
these thoughts as he drove the
five hours to visit his family
back home.
Texting helped in calming
my fears. But, regardless of
how much we talked I found
I missed him more and more.
“Distance makes the heart
grow fonder,” is not entirely
accurate. More like: distance
is a horrible monster that destroys the time couples could
actually have together.
So, Even though the upcoming holidays and the distance
they bring may seem tough, it
is true that it makes a relationship stronger. In relationships
you will find yourself alone
from time to time. This holiday long distance has made
those moments a little more
relaxed. Hang in there, eat lots
of goodies, and have a wonderful holiday season with your
crazy annoying relatives. Then,
when that is all over, we can
return to school and go back to
the mushy gushy lives with our
significant others.
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Just in case you need
a brain break!
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OTTERS OF THE BAY
What was the best thing that happened to you in 2016?
“Transferring to
CSUMB and meeting
some of my greatest
friends that are from
California and other parts
of the world.”

-Denise Zacarias
HCOM

“The best thing that
happened to me this
year was growing this
mustache!”

-Adkisson Daily
Business

“Becoming an aunt!”

-Jacqueline Lopez
HCOM

“[The best thing] was
meeting my friends Cody
Dow and Ben Bray.”

“The best thing that
happened to me in 2016
is finding out that I’m
graduating early.”

“Meeting Justin Bieber
and Hugh Hefner!”

-James Benson
International Business

-Savannah Ferris
Undeclared

-Joelle Shuster
Business

